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This call we will discuss what your goals and struggles are for
me to get a clear picture of how I can help you and if we are a
good fit to work together.

But first please read this document so you know what to expect

from the call.

WHAT I NEED FROM YOU
Firstly this call is not a Q&A - the call is for us to have a deep
meaningfull conversation around your goals and where you are
currently at.

FOOD DIARY

To help me build a picture of your nutrition please complete a
food diary between now and the call of all the foods you naturally
eat in a day. If you have eaten it, write it down.

COMPLETE HONESTY

Firstly everything we discuss is completely confidential, my aim is
to help you and give you the solutions to your problems. So
please be open and honest with me with your struggles and
goals. Trust me when I say I have heard everything so please don't
be embarrassed or shy when it comes to your problems

YOUR FULL ATTENTION

This may sound obvious but you would be surprised, please allow
15-20 Minutes for the call, bring a pen and paper, sit in a quiet
room where possible. Let me know if your will be occupied with
errand ect and we can rearrange the call



These where Amy's main struggles when she came to me. 

15 kilos (33lbs) and 55cm later, Amy developed a routine for training
and has successfully dropped body fat whilst still enjoying her snacks.

The main thing we incorporated into Amy's routine was ROUTINE. 

Planning and preparation to help keep her on track.We didn't remove
her snacks, we didn't incorporate excessive training. 

Planning and preparation to help keep her on track. The main thing to
note here, was; we didn't remove her snacks, we didn't incorporate
excessive training or added in unrealistic goals. We worked with her
diary and availability, all around her young son. This meant some
weeks she may do 2 x 20 Minute workouts or maybe we focussed
solely on walking that week. That way she did not feel pressured, or
overwhelmed. 

We pre[1]planned snacks into her diet, meaning she was still eating the
same amount of snacks as before but they were accounted for. 

We prepped her day the night before and followed a tick box schedule
so Amy was able to reach her goals with ease. Through implementing
small daily changes and being 1% better (not 100%) in her actions, Amy
is the fittest she has ever been, the smallest she has been in years and
is living a happier healthier life with her family. 

The results? 2 stone loss, confidence and an improved relationship

with food.
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READ MORE

"I'm a snacker and

don't have much time

to exercise..."

AMY'S STORY



I met Karen 14 months ago and what a journey she has been on.

 "I was sat there eating my dominos pizza when I saw your post, and I
thought I have to do this" And from then Karen became a client.

Karen's always said to me, "I'll never have my pre-pregnancy body back, I've
got a mums tum and that will never go" She had accepted this was it, until
she met me. Now fitting into size 8 jeans which she has not done since her
20's, her pre-pregnancy clothes are now all to big, and a few weeks ago she
took part in her first fitness/confidence photo shoot. Loved it so much, she
has now booked two more. And that speaks volumes for her confidence.
Where Karen used to cover up her tummy ,arms and legs, She will now say
these are some of her best assets and can't wait for this summer to wear her
bikini! 

So what did we do? 

1. We worked on her mindset and removed the attachment to the scales. 
2. I set her nutrition to be manageable around her family. She always said
she needs to be able to have her family meal in the evenings. So I taught her
the best way to track her food whilst eating in a calorie deficit. 
3. I set her a programme to follow that she enjoyed (the key to success is
finding something you enjoy) she will now say "I love exercise, it's completely
part of my life"
4. I was and am always there to listen, this is soo important. A client and
coaches relationship should be honest and open. When she was struggling
she came to me. 

And thats it, it's not happened over night, She has shown dedication,
discipline and hard work. She was never always motivated but she turned up
and ticked those boxes regardless.

The results? 3 Stone Loss, a new love for her body and a whole new

wardrobe of clothes!
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READ MORE

"I'm a mum, I want to feel

confident in a bikini and

get rid of my mum tum..."

KAREN'S STRORY
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READ MORE

"I'm now in the best

shape I have ever 

been in"

MICHAELA'S STORY

'I've accepted my body after having children, I know it won't change' 

But boy, we did change it! She wanted to push herself out of her comfort
zone and we definitely achieved that. Since meeting Michaela just over a
year ago she has grown, developed and has completely changed her
mindset towards food and exercise. 

No longer following diets, following a points system and then binging
because she felt deprived. She also knows how to make time in her day to
train and get her steps in.These are the biggest tools she's incorporated into
her lifestyle to make these changes. 

In Kaela's words "Im the best shape I've ever been in". Kaela is a busy
working mum to two children and her husband frequently works away. So
we had to find a system that worked for her. What we did: 

1. Incorporated weight training to target specific body parts. Kaela had a
clear picture of what she wanted to look like. We increased her leg/ glutes
training to build her bum and added in core training to help rebuild her
strength after having children. 

2. Calorie tracking (you hear me say this a lot, because it works!) Kaela enjoys
a big family evening meal and a glass of wine every now and then, so to
factor this in she would eat a little less during the day and have a higher
calorie evening meal. 

3. We prioritise her training around her schedule, frequently she would say
her husband will be working away. So to accommodate this we would focus
on steps and nutrition so she didn't feel stressed if she had lack of time for
training. Being able to adapt and be flexibly really helped her keep a routine

The results? 2 stone loss, confidence and an improved relationship with

food.



MAKE THIS YOUR YES YEAR,
SAY YES TO INVESTING IN YOU.

 

THE MAGIC HAPPENS WHEN
YOU TRUST THE PROCESS.

 

DON'T GIVE UP!




